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1 Outline

This lecture followed Chapter 5 of your Thomas & Cover (2nd edition) textbook closely. These notes
outline what we discussed.

2 Variable Length Codes and Unique Decodability

Unique decodability refers to the property that any extension C(x) = (C(x1), C(x2), C(x3), . . . , C(xN ))
of the code to a length N source sequence x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) is non-singular. This means that for any
two x and x′ with x 6= x′ we have C(x) 6= C(x′).

In general, for a uniquely decodable code we may need to see the entire sequence (C(x1), . . . , C(xN ))
to determine even which x1 was sent. This yields an interest in prefix or instantaneously decodable
codes, for which no codeword is a prefix of any other codeword. That is, if C(x1) = (c1, . . . , c`1) and
C(x2) = (c′1, . . . , c

′
`2

) with `2 ≥ `1, (c1, . . . , c`1) 6= (c′1, . . . , c
′
`1

).

3 Kraft Inequality

The codeword lengths {`i} of any instantaneously decodable D-ary code must satisfy∑
i

D−`i ≤ 1 (1)

Conversely, for any collection of codeword lengths satisfying {`i} this inequality, there exists an instanta-
neously decodable code.

Proof : (see figure 5.2) Build a tree in which each node has has at most D branches emanating from it.
A codeword corresponds to a path along this tree (the branch you select from the root is determined by
the first element of the codeword, the branch you select from the second node is determined by the second
element, and so on). Because this is a prefix code, and no codeword is a prefix for another codeword, the
codewords correspond to leaves of the tree (i.e. no codeword can have another codeword as its descendant).
Let the longest codeword in the prefix code be `max elements long. View this tree as a subset of a new
full depth `max tree where each node has a full D branches emanating from it. The D`max leaves in the
new tree can be partitioned into separate groups according to which codeword leaf in the original tree
they were descendants of together with a group which has no ancestor in the codeword set (because their
first element appears in none of the codewords). The number of new leaves (at depth `max) that were
descendants of a length `i codeword in the old tree is D`max−`i , and since these collected over all i and
together with those k new leaves that have no codeword ancestors, partition the D`max leaves in the new
tree, we have

k +
∑
i

D`max−`i = D`max (2)

Since k ≥ 0, this means that ∑
i

D`max−`i ≤ D`max (3)

and hence that ∑
i

D−`i ≤ 1 (4)
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Conversely, given a set of codeword lengths {`i} obeying the Kraft inequality, we can generate a
sequence of instantaneously decodable codewords having these lengths. Start with a depth `max tree with
D branches at each node. Sort the `is in increasing order with i. Select the lexicographically minimum
length `1 codeword, and remove all of its descendants. Next, select the lexicographically minimum length
`2 codeword still in the tree, and remove all of its descendants. Continue `i...

The same statements hold if we replace instantaneously decodable with uniquely decodable. That is,
there is no benefit in terms of additional achievable codeword lengths by relaxing the codeword requirement
to uniquely decodable. We did not provide proof of this in class, but you can read one in section 5.5.

4 Optimal (Minimum Expected Length) Instantaneously Decod-
able Codes

In the previous part of the lecture we determined those codeword lengths corresponding to instantaneously
decodable codes. Given the PMF p : X → [0, 1] for a particular discrete memoryless source, we would like
to select the codeword lengths {`∗i |i ∈ {1, . . . , |X |}} which minimize the expected length

E[`∗] = min
(`i)∈Z|X|≥0

∣∣∣∑|X|i=1 D−`i≤1

|X |∑
i=1

pi`i (5)

In order to obtain a lower bound, we relaxed the requirement that {`i} be non-negative integers, and
instead optimized over real numbers obeying the Kraft inequality. It now suffices to take the Kraft
inequality to be equality, since if Kraft is not tight, we can replace one of the lengths with a shorter
codeword length with equality in Kraft which will yield a lower expected length. Consider any such
non-negative lengths {`i}, and define ri to be

ri =
D−`i∑|X |
j=1 D

−`j
(6)

Observe that ri ≥ 0 and Kraft being tight implies that
∑

i ri = 1, so that {ri} can be considered a PMF

on X . Re-arranging the definition of ri, we see that `i = − logD(ri) − logD

(∑|X |
j=1 D

−`j
)

, so that the

expected length of this code can be re-written as

E[`] =

|X |∑
i=1

pi`i (7)

= −
|X |∑
i=1

pi

logD(ri)− logD

 |X |∑
j=1

D−`j

 (8)

= H(X) +D(p||r)− logD

 |X |∑
j=1

D−`j

 (9)

Where the Kraft inequality implies that the last term is ≥ 0. Together with this, the non-negativity of
the relative entropy (aka Kullback Leibler divergence) D(p||r) ≥ 0, shows that

E[`∗] ≥ −
∑
i

pi logD(pi) = HD(X) (10)

That is, the minimum expected length prefix code has expected length which is lower bounded by the
Dary Shannon entropy.

Recall that we relaxed the requirement that the codeword lengths be integers in order to obtain this
lower bound. In general, there are non-negative integer codeword lengths of a prefix code which are within
one unit of this lower bound. To see this, observe that the codeword lengths ˆ̀

i = d− logD(pi)e obey the
Kraft inequality because

|X |∑
i=1

D−d− logD(pi)e ≤
|X |∑
i=1

DlogD(pi) =

|X |∑
i=1

pi = 1 (11)
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Furthermore, these codeword lengths have expected length

E[ˆ̀] =

|X |∑
i=1

pid− logD(pi)e (12)

<

|X |∑
i=1

pi(− logD(pi) + 1) (13)

= −
|X |∑
i=1

pi logD(pi) + 1 = HD(X) + 1 (14)

In summary, the minimum expected length prefix or uniquely decodable code has length E[`∗] that satisfies

HD(X) + 1 > E[`∗] ≥ HD(X) (15)

5 Huffman Codes (C. & T. §5.6-5.9)

A Huffman code is a practical construction for achieving average lengths less than one digit from the Dary
entropy (Shannon entropy calculated with log base D). It operates by building a tree whose leaves are
the source symbols. At each stage, combine (by connecting to a common parent node) the D “parentless”
nodes with the smallest probabilities, to get a new parent node with the sum of these probabilities.
Continue this until there is only one parentless node (the root). Starting at the root, everywhere the
tree branches into D parts, label each branch with a different symbol from {0, 1, . . . , D − 1}. Use the
resulting tree to encode a symbol by starting at the root and reading off the labels along the path to the
leaf corresponding to this symbol.

6 Arithmetic Codes (C. & T. §5.9, 13.3)

Arithmetic codes, credited to primarily to P. Elias, provide another principled way of deriving codes with
expected lengths close to the Shannon entropy. They are motivated by considering the fact that the range
of the cumulative distribution function provides a natural partitioning of the interval [0, 1] into disjoint
subsets. In particular, defining the cumulative probabilities F0 = 0 and

Fi = P[X ≤ j] =

i∑
j=1

pj (16)

we observe that the intervals (Fi−1, Fi] for i ∈ {1, . . . , |X |} form a partition of (0, 1]. We propose to select
codeword i to be the binary representation of Fi truncated to `i bits. That is, we encode source symbol i
by transmitting (b1, . . . , b`i) corresponding to

F̄i =

`i∑
i=1

bi2
−i (17)

Because F̄i is the truncation of Fi to `i bits, we have

0 ≤ Fi − F̄i ≤ 2−`i (18)

This will lie in the interval (Fi−1, Fi] provided that

Fi − F̄i < Fi − Fi−1 = pi (19)

In view of (18) this will be satisfied if
2−`i < pi (20)

Selecting `i = d− log2(pi)e+ 1, will satisfy this inequality. The plus one is only necessary when pi is itself
a power of two, otherwise the ceiling can be used. This will give expected length within two bits of the
Shannon entropy when powers of two are among the probabilities, and, by shortening to the ceiling, within
one bit of the Shannon entropy when there are no powers of two among the probabilities. The codewords
are distinguishable from one another because they correspond to points in the disjoint sets (Fi−1, Fi].
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7 Universal Compression & Lempel-Ziv Algorithm

In many cases of interest, the distribution of the source is unknown, and may even change over time. One
practical solution to this is to build periodic estimates of the distribution, and then use either Huffman
or Arithmetic codes (which can be called ”adaptive Huffman coding”). An alternative is the area of
universal compression, which seeks algorithms which compress an ergodic source down to its entropy rate,
with no need of knowledge of its distribution or an explicit estimation of it. A well known universal
compression algorithm was created by Lempel and Ziv (LZ’78) and operates as follows. At each iteration,
look along the file for the longest string that you have not yet recorded. By necessity it will be a string
you have recorded already – it’s prefix – (reference the empty sequence if none such exists) followed by an
additional symbol. Encode this string by referencing the index of the prefix, followed by the additional
symbol. Remove this string from the file, and continue in this manner. The strings are indexed by an
integer corresponding to the iteration at which they are first found.

We used this on some negligible entropy sequences (e.g. a sequence of all 1s) in class to show how it
was capable of compressing them down to a compression ratio of 0, albeit slowly.

This algorithm (LZ’78) lies under the unix utility compress and gif image file formats, although both
of these seem to have gone the way of the dinosaur. A different cousin of this method was proposed by
Lempel and Ziv in 1977 (LZ’77), and uses a similar self-referencing idea, but instead searches for the
longest string matching a substring of a sliding buffer, and hence must include both an offset and length
pair in addition to the last symbol for each substring it encodes. LZ’77 is the basis for the popular linux
compression utility gzip.

Both LZ’77 and LZ’78 are asymptotically optimal, in that, given an infinitely long file containing bits
from an ergodic stochastic process, they compress down to the entropy rate of that stochastic process.
Note, however, that their convergence to this rate can be very slow. On an IID Bernoulli p file of
length N LZ’78 compresses down to a rate that is larger than the entropy by an amount that dies with
log logN/ logN , which decays very slowly with the file length N .
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